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AirTail System Troubleshooting

1. Nothing happens when switch is activated.
2. Pnmp works intermittentlv.
3. Bike goes nil regardless of which direction the switch is rocked (sometimes

intermittent).
4. Bike won't stay up.
5. Bike won't stav down.
6. Bike won't go all the wav down.
7. Bike won't go all the wav up.
8. Pressure in gange drops (slowly or qnicklv) after [ pI'essurize the svstem.
9. Even when I put maximum pressure in the bottoming control I still bottom

out.
10. Svstem seems to work line (goes up & down and holds pressure) until bike is

ridden - at which point it seems to continuallv go down.
11. When I rock the switch the fuse immediatelv blows.

1. PROBLEM: Nothing happens when switch is activated.
POSSIBLE CAUSE(S): Dead battery, incorrect wiring, burnt fuse, faulty rocker switch,
faulty pump.
SOLUTION: Check battery for proper voltage. If proper voltage is present, check fuse
and wiring for secure and correct connections. Check to see if battery voltage is getting to
the rocker switch via the red wire(s). Then, while rocking the switch either direction,
check to see if voltage is getting to the pump via the orange wire(s). If voltage is lost in
either of the two directions, then the rocker switch is defective. If voltage is not lost,
make sure the connection between the pump and the switch (orange to orange) is secure -
and also make sure the pump's ground wire is grounded. If this is true and pump doesn't
run, then it may be defective.

2. PROBLEM: Pump works intermittently.
POSSIBLE CAUSE(S): Loose connection, faulty rocker switch.
SOLUTION: Check battery for proper voltage. If proper voltage is present, check fuse
and wiring for secure and correct connections. Check to see if battery voltage is getting to
the rocker switch via the red wire( s). Then, while rocking the switch either direction,
check to see if voltage is getting to the pump via the orange wire(s). If voltage is lost in
either of the two directions, then the rocker switch is defective,



3. PROBLEM: Bike goes up regardless of which direction the switch is rocked
(sometimes intermittent).
POSSIBLE CAUSE(S): Low System voltage, Faulty rocker switch, faulty solenoid
switch.
SOLUTION: Determine if the problem only occurs when the engine is not running
(Battery Charging) If so this indicates a weak Battery Condition. Allow the battery to
fully charge or replace with a new one and retest. Check battery for proper voltage.
Proper voltage is 12vdc with compressor running. If proper voltage is present, check fuse
and wiring for secure and correct connections. Check to see if there is consistent voltage
coming from the rocker switch via the black wire when you rock the switch one of the
two directions (preferably down). If consistent voltage is not present, the rocker switch is
faulty. If voltage is present all the way to the solenoid switch - and the solenoid is
properly grounded - then the solenoid switch may be faulty.

4. PROBLEM: Bike won't stay up.
POSSIBLE CAUSE(S): Air leak.
SOLUTION: Check for leaks between the airline that exits the shaft end of the shock, to
the "T" fitting that connects to the large check-valve (located on pump assembly) and up
to the manifold that holds the bleed-off valves. Also check for leaks where the airline
fittings and bleed-off valve thread into the manifold or shock.

5. PROBLEM: Bike won't stay down.
POSSIBLE CAUSE(S): Air leak.
SOLUTION: Check for leaks between the airline that exits the damper end of the shock,
to the "T" fitting that connects to the small check-valve (located on pump assembly) and
up to the manifold that holds the bleed-off valves. Also check for leaks where the airline
fittings and bleed-off valve thread into the manifold or shock.

6. PROBLEM: Bike won't go all the way down.
POSSIBLE CAUSE(S): Operator error, travel obstruction, non-OEM frame and/or
swingarm, faulty or damaged air shock.
SOLUTION: To lower the bike all the way down (for show purposes ONLY) one must
simultaneously pressurize the ride height chamber while bleeding off all the pressure in
the bottoming control chamber. If this is done and the bike still doesn't go all the way
down, check for some sort of travel obstruction or binding (are the transmission bolts
installed correctly? Is something else hitting the shocks or swingarm?). Remember, on
the AirTail system not only does one of the spring cans move rearward, but they both tilt
slightly up at the rear as they near the end of their travel. If absolutely certain nothing is
interfering with the travel, remove the air shock and test travel of coil shock by bouncing
on the bike with just the one coil shock. If it travels smoothly through the stroke then the
problem is likely something to do with the air shock. If not, then the problem may be the
coil shock. NOTE: if the air shock is side loaded via a contact point anywhere in it's
travel, it will damage the inside of the air cylinder - allowing pressure to escape from one
side to the other, effectively not allowing the bike to lower all the way down.



r' 7. PROBLEM: Bike won't go all the way up.
POSSIBLE CAUSE(S): Operator error, travel obstruction, faulty or damaged air shock.
SOLUTION: See "Bike won't go all the wav down" noting the following difference - to
raise the bike all the way up, one must simultaneously pressurize the bottoming control
chamber while bleeding off all the pressure in the ride height chamber.

8. PROBLEM: Pressure in gauge drops (slowly or quickly) after I pressurize the
system.
POSSIBLE CAUSE(S): By design (nothing wrong)
SOLUTION: This is normal. The gauge only reads the pressure going into the shock - at
the time the shock is being pressurized. As soon as the rocker switch is released, the
gauge is "out of the loop" and vents back to atmosphere (either slowly or quickly
depending upon which side was last adjusted).

9. PROBLEM: Even when I put maximum pressure in the bottoming control I still
bottom out.
POSSIBLE CAUSE(S): Lack of initial volume in bottoming control chamber, bike
severely overloaded.
SOLUTION: Unload the bike and then pressurize the bottoming control chamber. With
any air spring the effective rate is a result of not only pressure, but volume as well. For
example, if the system starts with no pressure in the bottoming control chamber and two
people sitting on the bike, the bottoming control chamber has very little volume. If you
put l50psi into that limited volume the shock will not raise the bike much - nor will it do
much to keep from it bottoming. However if the two riders get off the bike and put the
same l50psi into the bottoming control chamber it will not only raise the bike and keep it
from bottoming, it will likely be too stiff to ride. Another way to look at it is it takes a lot
more pressure to inflate an air mattress if you're laying on it.

10. PROBLEM: System seems to work fine (goes up & down and holds pressure)
until bike is ridden - at which point it seems to continually go down.
POSSIBLE CAUSE(S): Incorrect plumbing, faulty or damaged check-valve, faulty or
damaged air shock.
SOLUTION: Make sure the airline coming from the shaft end ofthe air shock is
connected (via the "T" fitting) to the LARGE check valve (located on the pump
assembly). Ifit's incorrectly connected to the smaller check valve, under normal use the
shock will generate pressures above what the smaller check valve was designed for-
which will bypass and/or damage the smaller check valve, allowing the bike to go down.
If the plumbing is correct the problem could still be a faulty large check valve, though it
is not likely. Even less likely, but possible, would be a seal in the air shock that only
leaks when it sees normal operating pressures (which are much higher than the
compressor generates).

11. PROBLEM: When I rock the switch the fuse immediately blows.
POSSIBLE CAUSE(S): Incorrect wiring, faulty or damaged pump, defective rocker
switch.



SOLUTION: Be sure the wiring connections are correct. A common wiring error is
when the black wire coming from the rocker switch is plugged into the black wire going
to the ground - it should go to the solenoid switch. If all the wiring is correct and there
are no shorts ("hot" wires directly contacting a ground) anywhere, it's possible the switch
or the pump is faulty or damaged.

Need additional assistance? Call Progressive Suspension Inc. Customer Service Toll
Free at (877) 690-7411.


